ABSTRACT We derive a line integral representation of the physical optics (PO) scattered far field that yields the exact same result as the conventional surface radiation integral..This representation applies to a perfectly electrically conducting plane scatterer illuminated by electric or magnetic Hertzian dipoles.
INTRODUCTION
Various line integral representations of the PO scattered field were reported in the literature (see [I 11-[2] and previous works referenced therein). In [ I]- [2] a line integral representation of the electric and magnetic PO field for arbitrary observation points scattered from a perfectly electrically conducting (PEC) planar plate illuminated by an electric as well as a magnetic Hertzian dipole (HD) was reported. In many applications it is sufficient to know the PO scattered far field. The expressions in [ 11- [2] hold also for the case of a far-field observation point but are numerically inconvenient in this case, since they contain terms which do not contribute to the far field, and since they are subject to inaccuracies resulting from the use of a large but finite observation distance. In this paper we derive a line integral representation of the PO scattered far field that, in contrast to the general expressions, includes the distance-dependent part of the far field as an explicit factor. Throughout the paper the time factor expocot) is suppressed.
THE LINE INTEGRAL DERIVATION
Consider the scattering configuration in Fig. 1 [2] are converted into the cylinders C F 3 ' whose generators extend from the far-field observation and image points, respectively, to the edge l7of the plate. The HD is located in the half space, including the plane of the plate, into which
Fig. I Scattering configuration.
the unit normal vector n of the plate is directed. However, the HD is not to be placed on the plate itself. In addition, ii is related to the edge unit tangent vector $ via the right-hand rule.
The observation point is, without loss of generality, assumed to be located in the same half-space as the HD, i.e., f F . n L 0 . Finally, it is noted that the HD is not to be located on the surface of the cylinder C F .
First, consider the illumination by an electric HD with the electric current density J , = a,6(r -rs) wherea, [Am] is the electric dipole moment and 6 is the Dirac delta function. By evaluation of the analytical limit of [2, (ll)] as the distance U, to the farfield observation point tends to infinity, we find that the magnetic PO scattered far field, HI: (rF) (subscripts e and f refer to the electric HD illumination and the far-field observation point, respectively), is 
Now the associated electric PO scattered far field is readily found as with Z denoting the intrinsic impedance of the ambient medium.
E:, : (rF) = -Z ?F x H:, : (rF) ( 6 )
Second, consider the illumination by a magnetic HD with the magnetic current density J,, = a,,,6(r -rs) where a m [Vm] is the magnetic dipole moment. By evaluating the analytical limit of the general expressions [ 11, [2] , we find that the electric PO scattered far field, E: : . (rF) (the subscript m refers to the magnetic HD illumination ), is given by (7). In (7) we use (2) to obtainw",,, as w,n,f = -2 we,, with a , replaced by Z-la,,,. 
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The exactness of the new results is now illustrated through a comparison of the PO scattered far fields obtained by use of the conventional surface radiation integral and the new line integrals. Scattering by a rectangular plate with the dimensions 4 1 by 3 1 (h being the wavelength) is considered. The plate is located in the q-plane with one of its corners positioned at the origin of the Cartesian xyz -coordinate system (see Fig. 2 ). The HD is placed at (31, 11, 21) with the dipole moment a, = (1, 1, I ) Am for the electric HD and a,,, = (376, 376, 376) Vm for the magnetic HD. The ob- 
